English
Spelling

programme covering: Rising stars

spelling lists, 200 High frequency words, year
3/4 national curriculum spelling list.

MFL

Plants (2)

On fait le fete



Explore the requirements of plants for
growth and life.

Punctuation Apostrophes for contraction, use

and punctuate speech accurately, commas.



to past tense, homophones, statement, ques-



tions and commands.

French alphabet
French Happy

Explore the role of flowers in the life
cycle of plants.

Grammar Present perfect verb tense in contrast

Maths

Science

Revision of previous year 3 science
topics.

Birthday song.

ing.
Writing Recount of year 3/4 camp, River shape
poems, non-chronological report on rivers,
crime scene report writing, transition writing,
end of year poems.

PE
Athletics
Short sprints

Rivers
Maple Class

Fire time with PSHE based on topic

Geography

‘Changes’

Great rivers of the
world

Middle distance



Forest School maths, including:

The water cycle.

-symmetry

Fresh water rivers

-fractions

River dancing

-arrays

by 1-digit

Measures: Tell the time to the nearest minute,
past and to. Read analogue and digital time and
convert between the two. Time problems

Computing
Movie Making
Design and
make films us-

amounts. Fractions as numbers and as opera-

tors; find unit fractions of quantities.
Geometry: Identify horizontal and vertical lines
and pairs of perpendicular and parallel lines.

ing imovie.

Music
School production. Rivers instrumental.

Orchard Explorers

Long jump

od to multiply 2-digit numbers

French hang-

Forest /PSHE



Hurdles

Multiplication and division: Use the grid meth-

Fractions: Understand tenths, and find tenths of

Longer sprints

Relay

tion. Mental addition and subtraction

numbers. Problem solving and reasoning

man.

TERM 6



digit numbers using expanded or compact addi-

French months

Reading Class novels ‘Firework Maker’s Daughter,’ and ‘Boy.’ Comprehension, Guided Read-

Addition and subtraction Add and subtract 3-

Art/DT


Plan, design, make and evaluate
wooden boats.

RE
Open the book



River watercolours

assemblies.



Plan, design, make and evaluate

Collective wor-

river board games.

ship.



Sketches of Longvernal

